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tions, that when all digits are zero, is not used. Some 
3,205,361 other embodiments of the invention, as will be appreci- 
LIGHT SENSITIVE DIGITAL ASPECT SENSOR ated as the description proceeds, may employ a wide angle 
3ames S. ~ l b u s ,  Washington, D.C., assignor to the United field of view so that rotation of the payload carrying the States of America as  represented by the Administrator 
of Aeronautics 5 sensor is not necessary for the sensor operation. Vari- 
Filed Mar. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 94,952 ous other features will appear and become obvious to  
11 Claims. (CI. 250-203) those skilled in the art as the invention is developed in 
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), see. 266) the remaining portions of the specification. 
Accordingly, one object of the present invention is the 
The invention described herein may be manufactured 10 provision of an improved light sensing device which will 
and used by or for the Government of the United States provide a direct binary digital output indicative of the 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- direction of a light source from the sensor. 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. Another object of the instant invention is to  provide an 
The present invention relates to radiation sensing de- improved digital solar aspect sensor for determining the 
vices and more particularly to an improved light aspect 15 direction of the solar vector relative to a satellite or a 
sensing device which produces a direct binary digital sig- space probe. 
nal corresponding to the direction of a light source rela- A further object of the invention is the provision of an 
tive to the sensor. improved solar sensor which will provide a direct binary 
In the conduct of scientific experiments in outer space, digital output suitable for ready transmission by a pulse 
it is frequently necessary to determine the direction of 20 code modulated telemetering system. 
the sun or some other luminous body, either in connec- Still another object of the invention is to provide an 
tion with other experiments, or because that information extremely simple, lightweight solar aspect sensing device 
is important in its own right. Previous solar or lunar for use on a rotating satellite for determining the direc- 
light aspect sensors have included devices such as analogue tion of a light emitting body relative to the satellite. 
sun followers which do not directly produce a binary digi- 25 Yet another object of the invention is to provide a solar 
tal output. Because of environmental limitations existing aspect sensor for use with a non-rotating satellite for deter- 
in space technology, for example, extremely long trans- mining the direction of the solar vector and indicating 
mission ranges and extremely limited transmission power this direction by means of a readily transmissible binary 
available in satellites and space probes, the transposition of signal. 
the output of prior art devices into a transmissible signal 30 A still further object of the invention is to  provide an 
has posed a considerable problem. Generally, the in- improved construction of a digital solar aspect sensor 
formation signal produced had to be transformed into a which can be made very compact, light in weight and 
binary digital form so that it could be fed directly into a reliable and especially suited for space vehicle use. 
pulse code modulation telemetering system or similar Still another object of the invention is to provide a wide 
transmitting device. To accomplish this transposition re- 35 angle sensing device which will detect and focus light 
quired considerable associated circuit arrangements of rays approaching from wide angles to  give a continuous 
varying complexities both in the payload itself and in binary digital indication of the direction of the light source 
the ground data reducing equipment. In some instances from the sensor. 
the greater power requirements necessary in the satellite, Still a further object is to provide a solar sensing device 
or other payload, and the complex circuitry with its at- 40 which will provide binary digital signals corresponding 
tendant payload weight penalty forced experimenters to to the spherical or cartesian coordinates of a light source 
forgo the valuable information which would be available with respect to a known reference system on a space 
had the direction of the solor vector been readily ascer- vehicle. 
tainable. Various other objects and advantages will appear from 
Briefly stated, the general purpose of the present inven- 45 the following description of several embodiments of the 
tion includes the provision of a radiation sensing device invention and the novel features will be particularly 
which embraces all the advantages of similarly employed pointed out hereinafter in connection with the appended 
light or sun sensing means and possesses none of the afore- claims. 
described disadvantages. Moreover, the present invention Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated one typical ap- 
contemplates features and has advantages, particularly for 50 plication of the invention, as applied to a rotating spheri- 
spaced exploration work, which make it far superior to cal satellite in orbit, showing how the sensor, due to  the 
any of the known analogue or digital sensors previously rotation of the satellite, will be swept across rays emanat- 
employed for those purposes. To  attain these advantages ing from a light source, for example the sun; 
the instance invention may be mounted on an earth satel- In_ FIG. 2, there is diagrammatically illustrated a 
lite or space probe so that it provides elevation and azi- 55 simple embodiment of the invention showing how light 
muth angles of the sun vector relative to the payload co- rays can penetrate the mask of the sensor to illuminate 
ordinate system. The field of view of one embodiment a photosensitive detecting device positioned therein; 
of the sensor of the invention may be arbitrarily selected FIG. 3 diagrammatically shows a modified embodiment 
to be fan shaped, 90 degrees long by approximately 4 de- of the invention wherein a series of apertures are formed grees in width. This viewing fan is quantitized into fif- in the light mask to provide a sequence of o n - o ~  con- 
teen equal sectors which may be represented by four binary ditions of a binary indicator, such as a photo-diode, as bits of information. With this arrangement, as the pay- the angle of incidence of the incoming light is changed; load carrying the sensor rotates, if the sun appears in one FIG. illustrates another embodiment of the invention 
of these sectors, a binary number corresponding to that 
particular sector will appear at the sensor output. Al- 65 showing how can be together 
ternate embodiments of the invention can any SO that turn in unison to provide, by means of a 
given field of view and can divide that field of view into proper selection of hole sizes and spacings in the dif- 
2,-.1 parts when there are N binary bits. For example, ferent light mask, a sequence of binary numbers i n d i ~  
the field of view can be divided into fifteen, or thirty-one, ative of the combined sensor outputs; 
or sixty-three or more sectors or parts by using four, five, 70 FIG. 5 ( a )  illustrates a typical mask configuration that 
or six, or more, binary bits, respectively. This division may be utilized with four sensor elements to quantize 
is limited to because one of the possible combina- a viewing angle into fifteen segments; 
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FIG. 5 ( b )  is a table showing the binary output sig- of light therethrough from certain directions. As illus- 
nals corrcsponding to the mask of FIG. 5 ( a ) ;  trated, light rays 14 passing through apertures 23 will 
FIG. 6 is an illustmtion, on a carlesian coordinate produce light corridors 24, none of which impinge upon 
system, of how the viewing fan of one embodiment of the photodiode 20. The signal at 22, therefore, is a 
the invention is rotated into a plane necessary to permit 5 "0" indicating an "off" condition of the detecting device. 
the solar vector to illuminate one sector of the fan angle It will be appreciated from considering the illustration, 
viewed by the sensor to produce a binary output indic- that as the sensor 25 is rotated to change the angle of 
ative of the sun's position. incidence of the light vectors 14, the light corridors 24 
FIG. 7 shows another embodiment of the invention, will sweep over photo-diode 20, thereby providing a se- 
by means of which, a viewing fan may be quantized into 1 0  quence of "on-off" conditions as the angle of incidence 
fifteen equal sectors corresponding to four binary bits of of the incoming light is changed. 
information; A plurality of light sensors 25 can be connected to- 
FIG. 8 diagrammatically illustrates a different embodi- gether so that they turn in unison as shown in FIG. 4 
ment which utilizes wide angle rectangular light mask to form a combined sensor 17. In this arrangement, by 
apertures; 15 a proper selection of the size and spacings of apertures 23 
FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment wherein the wide in light masks 21, a sequence of binary numbers can be 
angled light masks such as those of FIG. 8 are oriented generated by the combined sensor outputs. As will be 
to produce a sensing device which will give a binary out- noted from the drawing, due to the increase in size of the 
put corresponding to a direction cosine of the sun vector; apertures 23 moving from top to bottom, the size of light 
FIG. 10 schematically shows a modified embodiment 20 corridors 24 will correspondingly vary. At the time 
of one light mask utilized with the instant invention, instant illustrated, the combined signals of the photo- 
which will define the location of the light source in spheri- diodes 20 moving from top to bottom are 1-1-0 indicat- 
cal coordinates; ing an on-on-off condition of the combined sensor 17. 
FIG. 11 is a simplified diagram illustrating how the The walls 11, as will be appreciated from a perusal of the 
light mask of FIG. 10 can be utilized to determine spheri- 25 figure, prevent light passing from one sensor element 25 
cal coordinates of the light emitting source; to the next. 
FIG. 12 schematically indicates the optical action pro- As the combined sensor 17 is rotated (thus varying the 
duced by a glass block with an index of refraction of angle of incidence of the light vectors 1 4 ) ,  due to the 
1.517 and how this feature can be incorporated into an physical location of the photo-diodes 20 with respect to 
improved version of the invention; 30 the apertures 23 in the face mask 21, the binary output of 
FIG. 13 is a simplified illustration of an embodiment "0" (i.e., "off)  and "1" (i.e., "on") can be correlated 
of the invention which will indicate, by binary digital to the direction angle of the light vector incident upon 
output the position of the sun or other light source be- the combined sensor 17. For example, if light were com- 
tween minus 60" and plus 60' above the horizontal; ing from 0" inclination with respect to  the light mask 
FIG. 14 diagrammatically indicates an improved ver- 33 21, as depicted by the vectors 29, only the top photo- 
sion of the embodiment of FIG. 13 using the feature of diode 20 would be illuminated to produce an "on" condi- 
FIG. 12; tion and thus the binary digital indication of the com- 
FIG. 15 illustrates schematically another embodiment posite sensor from top to bottom would be 1-0-0. It is, 
of the instant invention which gives a wide angle effect of course, preferable that the incident light rays be 
for use with either a rotating or non-rotating carrier 40 parallel to provide sharp edges to  the light corridors. 
vehicle. However, a limited amount of divergence or convergence 
FIG. 16 illustrates one practical embodiment which can be tolerated. 
is suitable for fixing the source of solar radiation within As will be appreciated from a general knowledge of 
2" of accuracy. a binary numbering system, the angle, or viewing fan 
Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated therein at 10, 45 which the sensor embodiment shown in FIG. 4 can quan- 
a typical rotating satellite of the general configuration tize is eight incremental sectors corresponding to three 
of the Vanguard series, carrying four antennas 15 mi- binary bits of information. However, due to a possible 
ented to each other at 90° ,  and a solar aspect sensor 12 ambiguity, the combination 0-0-0 is not used. There- 
mounted on the satellite skin. AS the satellite 10 rotates, fore, only seven sectors are sensed by the above ernbodi- 
in the direction indicated by the curved arrow 16, the merit. 
sensor 12 will be swept through the sun's rays, shown Referring now to FIG. 5 ( a ) ,  an example of a light 
at 14. AS will become clear as the description proceeds, mask configuration is illustrated that will divide a sensor 
this action can produce a signal in the Sensor correspond- with. four diodes into fifteen equal sectors. Behind each 
ing to the location of the Sun Vector relative to the CO- seetion A, B, C and D of the light mask 21, a diode is 
ordinate system of the satellite. 55 positioned. The cutouts or apertures 23 are so spaced that 
1n FIG. 2, a simplified embodiment 25 is depicted of fifteen sectors (designated 1 through 15 between FIGS. 
the sensor 12 shown in FIG. 1. A light mask 21 is Pro- 5 ( a )  and 5 ( b ) )  are defined. Considering FIGS. 5 ( a )  
vided with an aperture 23 through which light rays, here and 5 ( b )  together it will be understood that light from 
designated as sun rays 14 can Pass. The back 13 of the such a direction that it enters the sensor through only the 
sensor is connected by means of walls 11 to the light GO upper portion of the highest cutout in section D (i.e., 
mask 21, and carries imbedded therein a photosensitive sector 1 )  will be indicated by the unique binary signal 
detector, here illustrated as a photo diode 20. Output 0-0...0-1. considering the other extreme, light coming 
leads 22 are connected to the photo-diode to make avail- from the lowest direction detectable (i.e., sector 15) can 
able a binary digital output of either "1" or "0," corre- only enter the sensor through the bottom portion of the 
s~onding to the "on" or "off" condition of the photo- 65 cutout 23 in section A and will be uniquely indicated by 
diode depending on whether or not the ~ h o t o - d i o e  is the sensor output 1-0-0-0. Obviously, all intermediate 
illuminated. In the figure, since the sun rays 14 are angles of light incidence will fall in one of the defined sec- 
inpinging upon the sensor 25 from the direction indicated, tors of the mask, each sector of which is identifiable 
light passing the mask will traverse a light corridor 24 from its corresponding binary signal. This relationship is 
to illuminate photo-diode 20 and the signal at output 22 7 0  illustrated in the binary number output table shown in 
will be a "1" indicating an "on" condition of the detect- FIG. 5 ( b ) .  As mentioned briefly heretofore, it will be 
ing device. It  will be noted that an "on-of£'' device such understood that while a four digit binary number includes 
as a photo-diode is essentially a binary device. sixteen combinations, one of these, 0-0-0-0, is not used 
In FIG. 3 ,  the sensor 25 has a series of apertures 23 due to the ambiguity that the same signal is indicated 
formed in fght mask 21 which will permit the passage 75 irrespective of the light source position, so long as it is 
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not to the sensor. 11 hhoulti be clear from the fan width has been neglected in FIG. 6, for si~nplicity 
description tllal the wcll known binary code sake, that the accuracy with which the direction angle of 
known as the "Gray" code has been discussed in con- the solar vector can be located will be determined by the 
nection with the invention, any s~tch conibination could viewing or fan angle selected and the number of binary 
be used equally well. 5 bits utilized, Alternate embodiments can employ any 
With respect to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, the explanation has given field of view and can divide that field of view into 
proceeded thus far from schematic elevational illustra- 2*-1 parts where there are N binary bits. For exam- 
tions of the invention. Referring momentarily to FIGS. ple, the field of view can be divided into fifteen, thirty- 
7 and 8, it should be observed that the apertures which one, sixty-three or more parts by using four, five, six 
are cut or otherwise formed in light masks of the inven- 10 or more, respectively, binary bits. 
tive sensor may be of any desired slxlpe and are illus- In FIG. 8, as previously indicated, the light masks 21 
trated in FIG. 7, as relatively thin slits, of the type utilized may be constructed in another embodiment, with wide 
in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, while the embodiment of FIG. 8 in- angle apertures 23, which will obviously define light cor- 
corporates rather wide angled rectangles. Considering ridors 24 as the light rays 14 pass therethrough, which 
for a moment what has been said so far in relation to the 15 light corridors have a wide angle 26 perpendicular to 
former modification, i.e., thin slits, it can be appreciated the arc in which the measurenient is to be made. As is 
that the slits can be made of such length as to define, in apparent in the figure, the photo-diode 20 will register 
composite arrangement, a segment of visibility or view- an "on" or "1" signal through an angle of light incidence 
ing fan from which light can be received and detected. that is wide in one direction. In  order to uniquely de- 
]n addition, by proper spacing of the individual slits, the 20 fine the sun vector direction with this embodiment then, 
composite viewing fan can be quantized into sectors of two mutually perpendicular sensors may be employed. 
visibility. With specific reference to FIG. 7, four light FIG. 9 illustrates one such arrangement. The upper 
n1:lsks 21, forming sensor 12, are arr:inged in parallel sensor 18 has its light mask 21 apertured with wide angle 
relationship niid are provided with slits 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, openings 23 running in the direction of the horizontal, 
49, 49 and 50, to provide eqaal sector elements. That is 25 while the lower sensor 19 has its light mask 21 apertured 
to say, that the composite viewing fan or sector 40 is in a similar manner in the vertical direction. As will be 
broken up into increments or sector elements by means of apparent from the figure the upper sensor can measure 
proper spacing and dimensioning of the apert~lres 43, 44, the sun's position in the plane of the Y-Z axes and the 
45, 46, 47, 48, 49 and 50. As an illustration, the sector lower sensor will give an indication of the sun's position 
element 43 will "see" light approaching from within the 30 in the plane of the X-Z axes. 
depicted angle 42. Thus, light approaching froni angle 42 As is known, the direction of a line in space may be 
will strike photo-diode 20 (visible in FIG. 7)  to cause a determined relative to any coordinate system by measur- 
"1" signal corresponding to "on." It will be understood ing the angles between that line and any two axes of the 
of course that other diodes may be "on" or "of£" in that system. This determination follows from the relation- 
same instant depending on the particular dimensioning 35 ship of the cosines of these direction angles (direction 
established for the other light passing apertures. In the cosines), which when squared, will always total unity. 
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 7 the viewing fan angle Thus, given three such angles, A, B and C, Cosz 
40 may be quantized into fifteen sectors since the device A+Cosz B+.Cos2 C=l .  Therefore, an object's direc- 
illustrated has four photo-diode detectors corresponding tion, relative to two axes of the coordinate system, may 
to four binary bits. be determined by two binary digital indications, repre- 
It should be noted here, that although equal sector ele- sentative of the direction cosines of that object's vector. 
ments are generally considered preferable to establish Such an arrangement as shown in FIG. 9, with a suitable 
eqaal accuracy limits of the light rector direction, this is number and spacing of apertures 23 and a sufficient num- 
not necessary to the practice of the invention. By ad- ber of photo-diodes, depending upon the accuracy which justment of the dimensions and spacing of the light mask 4j is required, can be utilized to determine the direction of 
aperture code, the side of the elemental viewing sectors a luminous object relative to a satellite, which satellite is 
may be varied. not required to rotate with respect to the source of il- 
Referring now to FIG. 6, a simplified diagrammatic lumination. 
illustration is provided to illustrate how, when carried FIG. 10 illustrates one form of light mask suitable for 
on a rotating satellite, an cmbodimcnt such as shown in determining the position of the sun or other light source 
FIG. 7 could detect the direction angle of the sun vec- in spherical coordinates. Behind each of the four set- 
tor.   he fan angle 30 is, for silnplicity sake, shown as tions of the complete mask 21 there may be positioned 
quantized into seven Sector elements 31 through 37. a suitable photosensitive device, such as a photo-diode 
The fan is shown as a phnar surface, however, in prac- (not shown). Comparing FIGS. 10 and 11, then, it will 
tical it^ it may be n few degrces in width depending upon 55 be understood that binary digital output signals will be 
the actual physical con~truction of the sensing device. produced by the diodes in accordance with the sections 
Assume that the viewing fan 30 is oricntcd in the plane illuminated by the sun. For example, considering the 
Y-0-Z and assume further that the sun is in plane sections 51, 52, 53 and 54; should the diode correspond- 
X-0-Z. At the time the fan is "looking" in the plane ing to section 51 receive light so that it indicates a binary 
Y-0--Z,  none of the seCl0r e!~ments 31 through 37 Can GO "1," it would be known that the sun is visible to the 
"see" the sun and, thereforc, all of their associated photo diode either through annular segment 55 or small circu- 
detecting devices will indicate "0" or "off." As a satel- lar aperture 56 depending on the state of the diode in 
lite carrying the sensor rotates, as shown by the direction section 52, the opening 60 of which corresponds to the 
of the arrow 39 in FIG. 6, the sensor and the fan angle inner diameter of annular segment 55. On other 
of visibility will be rotated into the p h . 2  X-0-2. At hand, were the diode of section 51  "off" and the diode 
that time, light will be "seen" within the viewing fan 30 of section 52 "on," it would be known that the sun's 
by the particular sector elenlent 34 looking at the sun, and tion corresponds to the obstructed area between the an- 
the binary number corresponding to the combination of nular segment 55 and circle 56 of section 51. By the 
diodes associated with that elemental sector will appear salne token, referring to the lower portion of FIG. 10, 
at the sensor output. In this manner, it can be aster- 70 sun visible through semi-circular orifice 61 will cause the 
tained from the binary digital output of the sensor that diode of section 53 to give an "on" indication; and, if 
the sun vector direction angle is somewllere within the the diode of section 54 were simultaneously registering 
angles allotted to sector element 34. "off," the sun's direction would be apparent, within meas- 
It will be appreciated that although the viewing fan urment limits, from the binary indication of the sensor. 
30 has been shown with seven sector elements and the 75 As will be understood from a study of FIG. 10 in con- 
3,205,364. 
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nection with FIG. 11, the circular mask segments at the the sensor around the axis Z-Z', as shown by the arrow 
top of FIG. 10 will determine the angle, 11. of the stin 66, will provide a co~nplcte 360" viewing angle through 
relative to the zenith. The semi-circular holes in lhc which the sun rnay be "secn." when its rays correspond 
mask of the lower sections of FIG. 10 will determine with the angles vi5ibl: through the selected aperture ar- 
the azimuth angle of the ill~rmin;iting body in the X-Y 5 rangenlent of the light mask 77. 
plane. For  purposes of illustration, let us asuine that Referring now to FIG. 16, there is i l l~~strated one prac- 
the sensor output rcadiilg of sections 51, 52, 53 and 54 tical application of an embodiment of the invention de- 
in that order, were 0110. Relating that to FIG. l l  it scribed. A sensor 12 hnving a housing 71 of alun1inunl, 
will be seen that since thc diode of  section 51 is "off" and or  other suitable material, is provided with a mounting 
the diode of section 52 is "on," clearly the sun elevation 10 flange 72 and bolt holes 73 for attachment to a space 
angle inust be somewhere in the angular ring lnhled 57 probe or  space satellite. Carried in the housing 71 is a 
in FIG. 11. F ~ I - t h e r ,  since the riiocle of section 54 i's sensor embodiment hnving a capacity of four binary bits, 
"off" it is apparent thnt the sun is not to the rear of the comprising four diodes 20 (only one of which is shown) 
axis XI-X2 in FIG. 11. Furtherniore, since the diode and four face masks 21 mounted in parallel aligned ar- 
corresponding to section 53 is "on," it is apparent thnt 15 rangement. The face masks contain suitable segmental 
the sun must be in the half circle to the left of the I"YZ apertures so that the combination will define equal set- 
axis in FIG. 11. Therefore, it can be concluded that the tors through which a solar o r  other light vector may pass. 
sun azimuth angle is between the lines Y1 and X2 in FIG. The particular fan angle selected for illustration here is 
11, and, its elevation is somewhere between the limits of 30' which, with four binary detector units, can give an 
that defined by the angular ring 57, that is, within the 20 equal sector accuracy of 2". I t  will be obvious from what 
area outlined in heavy lines in FIG. 11. Obviously, by has been said previously that any suitable fan angle and 
means of additional binary bits of information and closer any degree of accuracy can be selected as long as the field 
spacing of the segmental elements defined by the aper- of view is divided into zN-1 parts where there are N 
tures in the light mask, a much more exact set of CO- binary bits. The embodiment of FIG. 16 being shown 
ordinates can be made immediately available from the 25 as the fan angle type sensor, which uses slits to define its 
sensor output. segmental sight elements, will, when a light source comes 
I t  has been discovered that the invention described by within its field of view, p r d u c e  a unique binary digital 
embodiments demonstrated hereinbefore can be further o u t ~ l l t  corresponding to the direction angle of the de- 
improved for some applications by fabrication of the tected light ray. 
sensor housing of glass having an index of refraction 30 Although only a few embodiments of the instant in- 
n=1.517. This feature of the invention becomes appar- vention have been described in detail it will be under- 
ent after it is noted that by using a glass element having stood that various changes in the details, materials, steps 
an  index of refraction ,~=1.517, the angle of incidence of and arrangements of Part, which have been herein de- 
the incoming light is very nearly equal to the tangent of scribed and illustrated in order to explain the natnre of 
the angle of refraction of angles less than 70". This fea- 35 the invention, may be made by those skilled in the art 
ture is illustrated graphically in FIG. 12 where the angle within the principle and scope of the invention as ex. 
of incidence is shown at 65 and the angle of refraction a t  pressed in the appended claims. 
66. The value of this feature nlay be made more mean- I claim : 
ingful by considering FIG. 13, which is a sensor unit hav- 1. A body including a sensing device for  producing 
ing a fan field of view extending from 60" below the hori- 40 a direct digital o~ltput signals corresponding to a set of 
zon to 60" above, i n  conjunction with FIG.  14. Due to digits adapted to represent the direction of a light vector 
the mathematical relationship recited above it is possible, emmating from a light source, said light source and said 
when using a glass block 75 having an index of refraction body being relatively movable with respect to one an- 
n=1.517, t o  essentially fold the sensor back on itself other> 
by using two photo-diodes; one placed a t  the bottom of 45 light sensitive detection means on said body having a 
the sensor looking at angles above the horizontal; and detector element corresopnding to each digit of said 
one placed at  the top of the sensor looking at angles below set, each of said detector elements having an ON 
the horizontal through the same holes 76 in the light mask State and an O F F  state and being in one of said states 
77. The practical result is that the sensor of FIG. 14 when a predetermined amount of light impinges 
although much smaller (in fact, one half the size of the 50 thereon and in the other of said states when said pre- 
sensor of FIG. 13) performs the same function. Since as determined amount of light does not impinge there- 
explained, the angle of incidence of incoming light is sub- on; 
stantially equal to the tangent of the angle of refraction a perforate light mask interposed between said light 
(for angle of less than 70 degrees), thus equal linear spac- soure and said detection means; 
ing of the holes 76 in the light mask 77 produces equal 55 said mask having different perforation pattern ad- 
angular spacing of incident light producing the binary jacent t o  each detector element, the perforation pat- 
numbers. In space applications where size and weight are terns being arranged relative to each other to  form 
extremely important this improvement takes on added a unique perforate code, each perforation pattern 
merit. being operative to permit said light vector to im- 
I t  should be apparent that the invention described thus 60 pinge On the adjacent detector element only when 
far can be applied to transparent materials having other said light vector emanates from selected predeter- 
characteristics than the glass element 75 of FIGS. 12 and mined directions; 
14. For instance. a light mask can be deposited on vari- whereby the group of output signals from said detec- 
ous surfaces to produce focusing or extreme wide angle tor elements provides a coded digital representation 
eRects in accordance with the shape and refraction charnc- G B  the light vector. 
teristics of the surface selected. One illustration of this 2. The device of claim 1 wherein said detector ele- 
principle is employed in the wide angle sensor illustrated ments are photo electric 
in FIG. 15. A suitable glass block 65 having a surface 3. A light aspect scnsing device for use on a rotating 
with desiretl focusing htls dc- object to indicate thc tlircclio~l of n light emitting body 
posited on i t s  oulcr surf~icc,  ; light nli,hk 77, llnvinl: i ipcr- 7,) rcl;tlive lo a;titl olljccl I)y ~irotitrcinl! :I group or direct 
tures 76 sclecteci to g i v e  tlll.&,gll dcsii-ctl dip,il;tl 011lpii1 :,ip~ii~!v c t ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ [ ~ t t ! i ( ! i ! ~ ~ :  lo ii P.C-1 oft ( l i ~ i t - 4  
;lngl,lar positions. Light rays 14 illciclcnt  pol^ the gla,.; ~ ~ d ; ~ p l ~ d  10 iep!(.<,t.l>l ttll. < I I ! ~ . L ' I I ~ I I I  ( 1 1 '  ; I  IigltI vector C ~ I I I ~ I -  
surf;,ce will foctlsed in to illuminate photo-diode 20. n:iliil:: f1.01il % t i ( i  1 i ) r f l I  ~ ~ l i ~ i ! ! i r l ~ !  h O < l ~ ,  cotnpri5iilg: 
In the illustrated embodiment, the angles selected extend light sensitive tleteclion ~neans  11:lving a plurality of 
fro111 minus 90" through plus 90" so that a rotation of 7s coplanar detector elements, one corresponding to each 
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digit of said set and in a plane approximately par- radiation source and each of said detection means; 
allel to the axis of rotation of said objects, each of each of said masks having a particular perforation pat- 
said detector elements having an ON state and an tern adjacent to a corresponding detector element, 
OFF state and being in one of said states when a the perforation patterns for each radiation mask 
predetermined amount of light impinges thereon and being arranged relative to each other to form a 
in the other of said states when said predetermined unique perforate code, each particular pattern be- 
amount of light does not impinge thereon; ing operative to permit said radiation vector to im- 
a perforate light mask interposed between said light pinge on the adjacent detector element only when 
source and said detection means; said radiation vector emanates from selected pre- 
said mask having a particular perforation pattern ad- 10 determined directions; jacent to each detector element, the perforation pat- whereby each group of output signals provides a coded 
terns being arranged relative to each other to form digital representation of the direction of said radia- 
a unique perforate code, each ;>articular pattern be- tion vector with respect to the plane of the adjacent 
ing operative to permit said light vector to impinge detection means and the plurality of groups of out- 
on the adjacent detector element only when said l5 put signals represent the direction cosines of said 
light vector emanates from selected predetermined radiation vector. 
directions; 8. A sensing device for producing two groups of direct 
whereby the group of output signals flom said detector digital output signals, each group corresponding to a set 
elements provides a coded digital representation of of digits wherein the sets of digits represent direction 
the direction of said light emitting body. 20 angles of a light vector emanating from a light source, 
4. The device of claim 3 wherein said detector ele- comprising: 
rnents are comprised of photo electric diodes. a light sensitive detection means adjacent to each of 
5. A sensing device for producing a plurality of groups said groups, 
of direct digital output signals, each group corresponding each said detection means having a plurality of 
to a set of digits adapted to represent the angular rela- 25 coplanar detector elements, one corresponding 
tionship, in a particular plane, of a light vector emanat- to each digit of the corresponding set, the 
ing from a light source, complising: planes of said detection means being displaced 
light sensitive detection means adjacent to each of said relative to each other by an angle of 90°, 
groups, each said detection means having a plurality each of said detector elements having an ON 
of coplanar detector elements, one corresponding 30 state and an OFF state and being in one of 
to each digit of the corresponding set, each of said said states when a predetermined amount of 
detector elements having an ON state and an OFF light impinges thereon and in the other of said 
state and being in one of said states when a pre- states when said predetermined amount of light 
determined amount of light impinges thereon and does not impinge thereon; 
in the other of said states when said predetermined 35 a perforate light mask interposed between said light 
amount of light does not impinge thereon; source and each of said detection means; 
a perforate light mask interposed between said light each of said masks having a particular perforation 
source and each of said detection means; pattern adjacent to a corresponding detector ele- 
each of said masks having a particular perforation pat- ment, the perforation patterns for each light mask 
tern adjacent to a corresponding detector element, 40 being arranged relative to each other to form a 
the perforation patterns for each light mask being unique perforate code, each particular pattern be- 
arranged relative to each other to form a unique ing operative to permit said light vector to impinge 
perforate code, each particular pattern being opera- on the adjacent detector element only when said 
tive to permit said light vector to impinge on the light vector emanates from selected predetermined 
adjacent detector element only when said light vec- q j  directions; 
tor emanates from selected predetermined direc- whereby each group of output signals provides a coded 
tions; digital representation of the direction angle of said 
whereby the group of output signals from the co- light vector with respect to the plane of the adjacent 
planar detector elements in each detection means detection means and the two groups of output sig- 
provides a coded digital representation of the angular 50 nals represent the direction angle of said light vec- 
relationship of said light vector with respect to the tor. 
plane of that detection means. 9. The device of claim 8 wherein said detection means 
6. The device of claim 5 further defined in that the is comprised of photo electric diodes. 
planes of at least two of said detection means are mutually 10. A sensing device for producing a group of direct 
perpendicular. 63 digital output signals corresponding to a set of digits 
7. A sensing device for producing a plurality of groups adapted to represent the spherical coordinates of a light 
of direct digital output signals, each group correspond- vector emanating from a light source comprising: 
ing to a set of digits wherein the sets of digits represent light sensitive detection means having a detector ele- 
direction cosines of a radiation vector emanating from a ment corresponding to each digit of said set, each of 
radiation source, comprising: 60 said detector elements having an ON state and an 
a radiation sensitive detection means adjacent to each OFF state and being in one of said states when a 
of said groups, predetermined amount of light impinges thereon and 
each said detection means having a plurality of in the other of said states when said predetermined 
coplanar detector elements, one corresponding amount of light does not impinge thereon; 
to each digit of the corresponding set, the plane GCi a perforate light mask interposed between said light 
of each detection means being angularly dis- source and each of said detection means; 
placed with respect to the plane of any other said mask having a particular annular and semicircular 
detection means, perforation pattern adjacent to each detector ele- 
each of said detector elements having an ON state ment, the annular and semicircular perforation pat- 
and an OFF state and being in one of said 70 terns being arranged relative to each other to form 
states when a predetermined amount of radia- a unique perforate code, each particular pattern 
tion impinges thereon and in the other of said being operative to permit said light vector to im- 
states when said predetermined amount of radia- pinge on the adjacent detector element only when 
tion does not impinge thereon; said light vector emanates from selected predeter- 
a perforate radiation mask interposed between said 75 mined directions; 
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whereby the group of output signals from said detec- of said sensing arc, said detector element thereby 
tor elements provides a coded digital representation burning on and off i n  a predetermined manner as 
of the spherical coordinates of said light vector. said object rotates through said sensing arc; 
11. A light aspect sensing device for use on a rotating whereby the series of output signals from said detector 
object l o  indicate the direction of a light vector relative 5 element provides a coded digital representation of 
to said object by producing a series of output signals, the direction of said light vector relative to said ob- 
comprising: ject as said object rotates through said sensing arc. 
a light transparent body of refractive material, said 
body having inclined faces on one side thereof; References Cited by the Examiner 
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